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Building a Strategic Framework Through
Strategic Planning
Small companies need to use every tactic in their toolkits to find success in today's
crowded market. Creating a strategic framework for your business can help streamline
processes and line up each step you need to take in order to thrive.

One of the key elements of this framework is establishing and focusing your company's
mission, vision and values, as it helps everyone in the company—from the CEO to the
administrative assistant—to understand where the company is headed and why.

Developing and Reinforcing Your Mission, Vision and Values

Developing your company's mission can be a crucial building block for success. It
gives your employees direction and something for everyone to reflect on as they work.
Your mission embodies what you set out to do when you created your company and
energizes people to fulfill that objective when they work.

Your company's vision is vital to your business' future; establishing and underling that
vision helps everyone see where they are headed. This is your reason for working to
grow the company—the reason it should succeed—and by reinforcing your vision
regularly, you remind everyone of your why.

Values are vital in creating a workplace atmosphere that reflects what is most important
both to you and to those you work with. Think of these as guiding principles for how you
and your employees treat others and approach your work.
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How This Impacts Workplace Culture

It's important for employees to feel like their work is valued and beneficial to the
company. A 2016 study on Canadian non-profit employee satisfaction found that even
when employees enter a field they believe will bring them intrinsic satisfaction, they
become disillusioned when they believe their company isn't practicing the values it
espouses.

Employee retention is especially challenging right now, with unemployment rates in
Canada at record lows in 2019. Companies should be doing everything possible to
retain employees, and helping them see how their work positively affects the growth of
their business is one way to help achieve that goal.

Creating the Framework for Success

Building strategic framework involves choosing and implementing a number of
strategies created specifically to achieve your mission, vision and values. Each of these
approaches will result in the creation of action plans meant to further build your team
and reinforce your company's direction.

How to Create a Strategic Framework

Once you've established your mission, vision and values, you need to lay out how you'll
achieve them, step by step. Use the SMART acronym as a guidepost:

Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timely.

Make these steps as detailed as possible, making sure to outline exactly how you get
from where you are now to where you want your company to be.

Determine how you'll measure the progress of these steps, and what exactly defines
that progress.

Set benchmarks to aim for, both in an ideal world and a pragmatic one.

Look at where you'd like to be in a year, five years, even 10 years down the line.

This might start with refining your hiring process to narrow down prospects based on
whether they fit your vision and values. Asking questions based on your values as you
interview can help.
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Activities and Events That Will Reinforce Your Values

There are many ways to incorporate your company's values in everyday life. The hiring
process, reviews, weekly newsletters and team-building events are all opportunities to
remind everyone why they're here. Rewarding employees who go above and beyond
your stated values can be an effective way to reinforce how important they are and give
meaning to their work. Annual awards, whether they're statuettes or monetary prizes,
encourage everyone to stay focused and value-driven.

For example, if teamwork is a value, the corresponding activity can be something that
encourages team building, like a scavenger hunt. On the other hand, if helping those in
economic distress is a value, it might be better to volunteer at a food bank or identify a
local organization that supports those in need, and donate. An environmental focused
value could spearhead a community clean-up day that also helped educate those who
knew less.

The culture your company presents—through its mission, vision and values—can make
all the difference both in helping your company achieve its goals and attracting the right
kind of employees. Be willing to sacrifice the time needed to foster it. It's an investment
worth making.
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